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Dear Whitewash, 	 6/18/76 
738 is a carry--over from the days of ham radio. Other versions, coming from the 

Morse code days, are ... -.-. In lettere this was SK, in words skaol. All meant the same. 
From those days you have other options of tradition. You can be OL or YL. The 

distinction, as I remember, had nothing to do with age. Marital status. An OL mr,s, I 
think, soy married woman no matter hoo young. IL, no natter hww old, wa young lady. 
I think them was a woman varialkt, too, OWnYW. 

Niq interest in a CB set is different than yours. I'm not able to afford it. I 
wanted one in the hoop::: with rechargablo batteries for any emergency. Including loss of currant and ?tone. Only my oineo Ara between U5 and the Sheriff's office, which watches froqucnoy I think S. 

Wecht is right and wrong about the Post, and those sorieo, which I'm glad to get for other reasons, a few details the Poet did not carry. In fact the Post carried two 
extremely long Sunda] artales saying more. Rich was over a full page in length. godh 
bOan on the first page of the editorial section and continued for an inside pve. 

Thoso arl-Acles had a subtle twist but they were not really asy more propaganda 
than these. The basic question is not of a Cuban connection but of who did it and then with this established who did it. This lino presupposes the basic accuracy of nho eport and the CoLod-seion. 

Howard has moved. His new address is 1111 oSW 16 Ave., #156, Gainesville, Fla. 
32601. 41d be good. But note Ford makes the same assumption if his interest is in OswaIdls motives. The world is full of people to whom various metives can be attributed, Thoy did not all off JFK. Hotive in irretevant without )?roof of reason to have motive, 

book store: much obliged. I afTee. Post Morten. is not a biography! 
I'm honored to be on GB with First Mama. Makes me feel I'm cleaning it up a bit. 
Busy on court work. Going well. Again thanks. 

-o- (aka 30u) 
Ole UV Wolanarg (a In 1920 

Iwas "olo" when I .oas in hiot school. Ci moans continuous wave, translated into the jargon of the day, a Morse code operation, which I did not have.Codo then was good for distance, which did not particularly interest me. I had a phone operatloa. Made my own set and most of the parts, too. 

emirr 	D D tlp ca so,a0  vows. 
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